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PRESS RELEASE - June/July 2012

SCULPTURE & CERAMICS ‘SUMMER EXHIBITION 2012’ - 22 Jul - 31 Aug

As part of our ongoing programme of exhibitions to promote contemporary British sculpture

and fine-art ceramics, our ‘Summer Exhibition’ will showcase the work of artists of East  

Anglian, national and international recognition. 

We are proud to be showing for the first time at Sculpt Gallery the work of Neal French
FRBS, an East Anglian artist of international repute. The exhibition will include life-size

sculptures in the garden as well as some of his unique ceramics and stone carvings.

We are also excited to feature the work of Essex born, wildlife sculptor, Barry Woodcraft
who is ‘bringing his work back to his roots’ after many years of continued success on the

East Coast of America. The exhibition will feature a number of his bronze and carved bird

sculptures.

Other artists exhibiting include: Maurice Blik ATC PPRBS. FRSA (resident sculptor); 

Roland Piché ARCA FRBS (sculpture); Peter Ilsley (ceramics); Hilary Simms (sculpture

and ceramics); Mark Kennedy and others.

The exhibition offers something for everyone with small ceramics starting at around £150

and sculptures from £500 to £20,000. The Private View will take place on Sunday 22 July
from 2.00-5.00pm, after which date, viewings can be arranged by appointment.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, ARTISTS’ BIOGRAPHIES AND IMAGES PLEASE CONTACT:

Debra Blik
debrablik@sculptgallery.com
www.sculptgallery.com
M: 07980768616

Follow us: Twitter@sculptgalleryuk

Note to Editors:Sculpt Gallery was launched in February 2012 and is dedicated to promoting the best of contemporary British sculpture

and fine art ceramics. The Gallery’s principal and resident artist is Maurice Blik, with the Gallery holding a permanent and comprehensive

collection of his work. In addition, Sculpt has an exciting programme of exhibitions throughout the year showcasing sculpture and ceramics

by leading and up-coming artists. For details of our exhibition programme,  please visit our website.

Left to right: ‘Touching Victory’- Maurice Blik; ‘Rock’- Neal French; Bronze form - Mark Kennedy; ‘Spoon-billed Sand Piper’ - Barry Woodcraft


